
Summer Reading 2023 Directions

6th Grade:Bud, Not Buddy by Christopher Paul
Curtis
7th Grade: Ribbons by Laurence Yep
8th Grade: Rules of the Road by Joan Bauer

This summer you will be reading 2 books. One
book will be the required title listed above for the
grade that you will be starting in September of
2023 and the other will be your choice!

Read both books and then go to the choice
board and choose 2 activities to complete for each
book (4 activities total).

See Choice Board below ↓



ELA Summer Reading- Choice Board
Directions: Choose 2 Boxes per book (4 total)

Illustrate a picture representing the
main problem of the story. Please also
include a caption explaining the problem

and how it was resolved.
(5-8 sentences.)

Write the next chapter or an
alternate (different) ending of the

story.
(At least 1 full page typed, 12 font.)

Write a social media book review! Tell
your followers whether they should read
the book or not and include why or why

not.
(8-10 sentences.)

Compare and contrast one book to
another one (it can be your other

summer reading book or a different
book). In two paragraphs, discuss how
the books are similar and different.

(5-8 sentences per paragraph.)
Write a book report summarizing the events

of the story. Be sure to include main
characters, important details, setting and

the problem and solution.
(1 page typed, 12 font.)

Create a diorama
representing a part of the

story- be creative!

Create an alternate book
cover with a summary on
the back- be sure not to
spoil the ending! (5-8

sentences)

Create a google slides presentation. In 5-10
slides, please include:

● A summary
● How the story connects to a different

story.
● How the story connects to yourself.
● How the story connects to the world

around you.


